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2/6Review of GTR#21 Family Definition Discussion

■ EVE57(held in September 2022)

・Japan proposed seven parameters as the GTR#21 family definition.

・Japan's proposal was well recognized for necessity of family building.

・U.K. suggested to consider the potential harmonization 

with the GTR#22 family definition.

■ EVE58(held in November 2022)

・No new proposals from Japan, as the EVE57 proposal is still under discussion.

・IWG understands that full harmonization between GTR#21 and #22 is not

appropriate due to the difference of each purpose.

・On the other hands, it was suggested to take a look at each element of the family

definition as a template terminology.



3/6Consideration of harmonization with the GTR#22： 1/2



4/6Consideration of harmonization with the GTR#22： 2/2

GTR#21 family can be defined by parts of GTR#22 family definition + 3 additional elements



5/6Comparison of two family definitions

parameters GTR#21 family definition proposal

①original

(@EVE57)

②template 

terminology

【GTR#22】
Family definition

Type of vehicle (PEVs or OVC-HEVs) H

Type of electric machine net power C

construction type (asynchronous/ synchronous, etc.) C

Type of battery type of cell including format and chemistry D,E

nominal voltage F

Type of electric energy 

converter
Between the electric machine and battery C

New Item HEV System configuration A A

【UNR85】
Type approval

ICE power B B

Motor power C

【UNR100】
Type approval

The cell chemistry D

Configuration (number of cells, mode of connection, etc.): E

Nominal voltage (V): F

Maximum current (A): G G

Total 7 9

The two proposals differ only in the source of appropriation, 

but the family definition items are almost identical



6/6Revised proposed of GTR#21 Family Definition

・ No significant difference between original proposal and revised proposal

which is based on template terminology.

・ Thanks to U.K. suggestion, revised GTR#21 family definition has well sense of 

unity with GTR#22. 

note : the family definition of the heavy-duty battery degradation

is under the development based on template terminology

Japan proposes GTR#21 family definition based on template terminology
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